
YYoouu  aarree  ssttrroonngg  eennoouugghh  NNOOWW  ……  

TToo  bbrreeaakk  tthhee  tteetthheerr!!  
 

 

What is holding you back 

right now? What is that 

invisible force stopping 

you from living the life 

of your dreams? If you 

are anything like I was ... 

you probably don’t even 

know what it is. Are you 

ready to break-free from 

this invisible force? Are 

you ready to believe in 

the amazing power that 

you already have? 

 

I have an analogy that may help you to understand the under-utilised power that 

all of us have. The question that prompted this thought process for me was; how 

is it possible to keep fully grown elephants captive?  Random question, I know ... 

but there is a point! An adult elephant weighs any where from 4000-6000kg!! Do 

you think there is much that could stop it doing whatever it wanted to do? Not if 

it believed it could! 

 

Self-belief is not set in stone … it can be changed!  
Baby elephants in captivity are kept from escaping by being tethered to a stake 

that has been firmly planted in the ground. At only 100kg, the baby elephant is 

relatively easy to restrain. It will pull at the tether and try to escape time and time 

again, but will finally realise that it cannot break free from its anchor. Eventually it 

will give up trying. As the elephant grows into the powerful beast it becomes … 

all 4000-6000kg of its massive frame remains held captive tethered to the same 

stake. A stake which, by the way, it could rip out of the ground in a split second 

with the greatest of ease … so, why doesn’t it? 

 

The answer is simple ... 

conditioning and self-

belief. It seems so 

logical and obvious to 

us that the elephant 

could easily rip the 

stake out of the 

ground and run free. 

But due to its 

conditioning as a baby, 

the elephant believes 

otherwise. 

 

 

 



Do you realise that you and I are captive elephants in many ways? People are 

looking at us wondering why we don’t just break free from our tether to create 

the things in our life that we truly want. Other people see our power ... why don’t 

we? The reason is simple – we believe that the invisible tether that was attached 

to our ankle in earlier years is still strong enough to hold us from escaping and 

forging ahead in life. The good news is that you are strong enough and you can 

break-free right now by simply changing your beliefs ... 

 

Yesterday ended last night …!  
Think about some of your past conditioning 

and the limiting beliefs that are controlling 

your life. What are you saying to yourself? 

Where and when did it start? Was it because of 

something someone said to you? Why did you 

believe them? What makes them right anyway? 

Maybe it was because of a previous failed 

attempt? Did you really fail, or did you just give 

up trying? Do you know that you can never 

truly fail? If you keep going, keep learning, 

keep changing and keep trying no matter the 

circumstances … you will eventually succeed.  

 

No matter where the tether has come from and no matter how tightly you feel it 

is wrapped around your ankle – you are strong enough to break-free from it ... 

just like the elephant. The elephants beliefs and conditioning are unfounded ... 

and so are yours! No matter what has been your past experiences ... they can 

change today. Zig Ziglar said, ‘Yesterday ended last night. Today is a brand new day 

... and it’s yours.’ 

 

With one hard yank the tether is broken … you will be free!  
From a young age I was conditioned to believe I was not good at English. I was 

told by my teachers at Primary School that I wasn’t as good as my brother ... 

“Why can’t you be more like your brother” they would say. In Secondary School all 

I cared about was sport and so I under-performed in English and was told about it 

by my teachers. Not just by their words, but also the grades they gave me. When I 

started to consider the possibility of writing a book, I thought I was far too tightly 

tethered to ever be able to do it.  But then with one good yank ... the tether was 

broken and I was free. In other words; I just stopped thinking about my past, I 

looked forward to the future, I sat down and I started writing. In no time at all I 

started to believe that I could do it ... and I did! 

 

What stakes are you tethered to in your life 

that, if you gave a good yank to, you would 

find freedom ... but you never tried pulling? 

Are you ready to give it a yank now? Are 

you ready to stop thinking about your past 

and only look forward to the great things 

that are waiting for you? Why not just 

believe that you are strong enough, 

talented enough and deserving enough - 

right now - to break free from your tether?  
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